LegaLink offers a full range of services from deposition to trial. We provide highly skilled court reporters and videographers using the latest technology to ensure that attorneys get quality results quickly. We help attorneys and support staff reduce those last-minute pre-trial scrambles with a range of trial preparation and presentation services. Our services and technology help attorneys gain control of the facts of the case so critical to gaining the competitive edge.

We provide hassle-free, high-quality services for everything from discrete depositions to multi-district litigations for thousands of attorneys and legal support staff everyday, across the globe.

Cutting-edge technology makes easy
Technology can bring you dramatic competitive advantages and time savings, but only if it is easy to use and fitted with your style of case management. At LegaLink, we choose the best-of-breed technologies and make them easy for you to use, so you get the most out of tools such as real-time depositions, transcriptions with linked exhibits, synchronized text/video depositions, and multimedia trial presentations.

One-call worldwide scheduling
We’ll take care of scheduling your depositions and coordinate court reporters, videographers, conference rooms, and interpreters anywhere in the world. All you have to do is make one phone call to your local LegaLink office.

LegaLink Domestic Offices and Affiliates

LegaLink has the finest group of professionals in the reporting field. I have ever worked with. Regardless of location or short notices, they always provide top service and a polished product.”
Richard C. Field, Esq.
Bingham McCutchen LLP

“Top notch service anywhere, anytime
We understand that litigation can take you anywhere. That’s why we have strategically selected over 400 high-quality affiliates to cover your needs, even when your case takes you to remote areas. Wherever your case may lead, you’ll find consistently high standards of experience, customer service, and technological capability.
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Legal Videography

A deposition worth taking is worth videotaping

More attorneys are taking in-office depositions to preserve testimony and avoid deposition delays and expenses. With LegaLink, deposition video is cost-effective and can be linked to exhibits and other deposition documents. Don’t take the risk of not capturing a critical moment.

We provide you with an easy way to make your own video clips—free of charge!

The new LEGALINK Viewer allows you to make clips easily and quickly and it is free to download.

Create and edit easily clip excerpts to anywhere, on any production.

You can easily edit, copy, and paste clips in any program, including PowerPoint. Fast, easy, and inexpensive.

Use the LEGALINK Viewer to withdraw the audio from video depositions to reduce costs and improve deposition testimony and witness demeanor.

Just ask LegaLink and we will include the LEGALINK Viewer on any CD or DVD you order. This tool allows you to play the video and view only what you need to make the deposition more useful.

Our expert deposition technicians will contact you according to your schedules.

We save you time and money while making your video more useful.

You’ll be able to easily download the videos for use on your computer. CD or DVD.

You’ll also be able to watch the video of your deposition.aab

You’ll be able to save and reuse your deposition video directly on CD or DVD on any computer you choose.

A deposition worth taking is worth videotaping.